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Golden Triangle is one of the most popular tourist circuits in India. The circuit falls in the northern
part of the country covering three charming, captivating and historical cities of India. They are New
Delhi (the capital city of India), Agra (the city of Taj Mahal) and Jaipur (the pink city of India).These
cities are known for their perfect blend of medieval charm and modernity.Travelers have golden
opportunity to see six UNISCO World Heritage sites on this popular golden triangle tour in India.
They are Red Fort, Qutub Minar and humayunâ€™s Tomb in Delhi, Fetehpur sikri Taj Mahal and Agra
Fort in Agra. We offers exciting range of packages for golden triangle tours in India we also provide
golden triangle packages teaming wit other fascinating cities of India. We help you to explore these
famous attractions and also provide different combination of package tours with these destinations
and places of tourist attractions to see along with where to stay in these cities in economic and
business class hotels.

Indiaâ€™s monuments are not mere stone structure, or testimonials, or even memorials of past. Their
strength lying just in kind of structural hugeness or architectural perfection. They are rather an
inseparable skill, a reflection of their faith and aspirations, an embodiment of their vision and
conceptualization, an evidence of their all embracing outlook and wider, border and more liberal life-
style, a witness of the journey of a great creative genius across a passage of over three thousand
years and a manifestation mind, glorious past and magnificent people. India has rich culture past
and this is reflected in the innumerable forts, places and other monuments in the country. Some of
the forts and places you could visit while your trip to colorful India. Stays n some of the finest hotel
in Delhi, Jaipur and Agra & some are converted from forts and places and hovels to heritage hotels
feel like royal during your stay I these royal hotels.

Agra tour is incomplete if you miss a Mughlai dining at this erstwhile Mughal capital of India. The
Mughal are great Foodies and they hire special chefs. Mughali cuisine tradition is still kept alive by
the restaurants of cities. Delhi has rich cousin culture which has been developed and changed
during the ages. Influenced by the foreign invaders. Tourist while visiting Delhi to explore its rich
historical and cultural heritage can dine at some of the old restaurants of Delhi along with the
modern multi-cusin restaurants. Jaipur, one of the most visited cities in India has lots of resources
for a tourist from its Rajput forts. The restaurants in Jaipur covers in Golden Triangle are located in
the city centre and at the famous hotels. One can get to saver both the vegetarian and non
vegetarian local delicious at the restaurants of Jaipur.

Please visit our website for booking Hotels in Jaipur: - http://www.hotels-jaipur-agra.com/golden-
triangle-tour-packages/index.html
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Fax: +91 11 42388800

Email: info@skhglobal.com
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Salman Khan - About Author:
a http://www.hotels-jaipur-agra.com/golden-triangle-tour-packages/index.html SKH Global Travels is
born out of love of a vivid traveler and a seasoned Veteran in tourism trade Mr. Manish Ahluwalia,
headquartered in New Delhi, India. Incorporated in the year 2005 as a Travel Management
Company it was created with a focus on providing great value, with efficient service to deliver
customer delight on every transaction & interaction.
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